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Abstract
Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a devastating stroke type, with high mortality and morbidity. The
neuroinflammatory response evolves over time from early brain injury to delayed cerebral deterioration. Microglia,
the resident immune cells of the central nervous system, respond to the acute brain injury through activation and
polarization. Microglia are able to polarize along two pathways, classic M1 and alternative M2, towards tissue
injury and tissue repair respectively. The modulation of microglial activation has gained appreciation as a means to
prevent the detrimental effects. In this review, we describe the progression of microglial polarization after SAH and
summarize the key studies on mediators of microglial activation, including M1 and M2 specific microglial markers,
transcription factors and key signaling pathways. Interactions between microglia and other cells are critical in
modulating microglial activation and function, which are discussed as well. The preclinical application of microgliadependent treatments is presented, aiming for a better understanding of modulating microglial function and
suggesting future investigation for therapeutic approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a devastating condition accounting for 5% of the stroke population[1].
The mortality rate is as high as 30%-40% and approximately 50% of the survivors remain permanently
disabled[2,3]. Primary brain damage develops within the first few hours to days after SAH as a result of
extravasate blood or intracranial circulatory arrest. The increased intracerebral pressure and mass effect
result in the sudden herniation and death. Recently, more attention has been focused on early brain injury
(EBI) which appear to contribute to subsequent adverse cerebral events[4]. Current treatment for SAH mainly
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concentrates on aneurysm repair to avoid further bleeding. Also, cerebral blood flow augmentation is needed
to reduce vasospasm. Identification of specific events enriches our understanding of the pathophysiological
processes of SAH and enhances the investigation of potential therapeutic strategies. The recent prospective
studies failing to confirm the association between vasospasm and outcomes in SAH patients attests to the
need to develop new therapeutic directions[5,6].
Microglia, the resident immune cells of the central nervous system (CNS), are a pivotal component of
neuroinflammation after SAH[7,8]. Microglia respond to brain injury through altering their morphology and
polarization to activate in response to pathophysiological brain insults. Microglia are activated and M1dominated polarization is demonstrated in the early phase of SAH. Microglial activation contributes to the
SAH pathogenesis including brain edema, blood-brain barrier permeability, and neuronal apoptosis. The
depletion of microglia leads to a significant decrease in neuronal apoptosis in the early phase[9-11]. Microglial
activation involves numerous mediators and signaling pathways, especially the toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4).
TLR4 plays an important role in inflammatory response and neuronal death after SAH and the majority of
TLR4 is expressed by microglia. TLR4 activation in microglia results in secretion of inflammatory factors
such as tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and deletion of TLR4 significantly reduces the neuronal apoptosis
in SAH[10,12]. Increasing experimental evidence supports manipulation of microglial polarization as a strategy
for preventing disease progression and improving outcomes[13-15].
Microglia are the primary source of cytokines and chemokines, which contribute to the immunomodulatory
signaling after SAH[11,16,17]. These molecules initiate secondary brain injury but can also participate in
the subsequent brain repair processes. Elevations in neuroinflammatory factors including monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 and TNF-α are regarded as predictors of overall negative outcome, but not
necessarily useful predictors of vasospasm[18,19]. The anti-inflammatory factors such as interleukin-4 (IL-4),
IL-10 and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) are released following the acute pro-inflammatory response
in SAH[11].
In this review, we summarize microglial function after SAH, with a specific focus on microglial activation
and polarization. Furthermore, we discuss the potential modulators of microglial polarization and function.
The interactions of microglia with other cells are discussed as well.

MICROGLIA
Microglia derive from yolk sac primitive progenitors and migrate into the CNS in early embryogenesis.
Microglia have the capabilities of proliferation and differentiation, which are basically associated with
disease states[8]. Microglia are highly dynamic in the resting state and activate rapidly in response to a
set of transcription factors and growth factor receptors in brain injury or degeneration conditions[20].
Microglial cells activate through modulating the phenotype and generating a large number of cytokines and
chemokines. Recent studies indicate that microglia have highly motile processes and continually survey the
microenvironment, even in the normal brain[21]. Therefore, microglia represent the guardians of the brain in
various injuries and diseases.
Microglia are classically considered as CNS-resident macrophage, as they share many macrophage-associated
markers, such as CD11b[22]. However, the lineage relationship between microglia and macrophages clearly
indicates that they are separate cell types. Microglia proliferate locally and tend to remain viable longer than
macrophage. In addition, microglia are not normally supplied by bone marrow-derived cells[23].
The microglial phenotype is modified in response to the brain injury. Experimental evidence indicates that
microglia dynamically and temporally polarize into a classically activated state and alternatively activated
state, which contributes to tissue damage or repair respectively[24-26]. Microglial polarization is considered
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a functional means by which they release inflammatory factors that contribute to the neuroinflammation
responses in CNS disease.

MICROGLIAL POLARIZATION
Microglia generally polarize in two directions from a resting state. The classical activation is known as
M1, which is the mediator of pro-inflammatory responses. The alternative activation, known as M2, is
responsible for resolution and repair. The polarization of microglia has been clarified by measuring the
markers both in vitro and in vivo. In vitro treatment mouse microglia with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and
IL-4 results in M1 and M2 phenotypes respectively[27]. The M1 microglial polarization is characterized by
an increase in the expression of pro-inflammatory molecules. Alternatively, activated M2 microglia are
categorized into four subtypes, M2a, M2b, M2c, and M2d. The subtypes of the M2 phenotype are firstly
defined in the macrophage activation. Analogous to macrophage, we hypothesize the similar subtypes of M2
microglia[28-30].
Recently, the mixture of M1 and M2-phenotyped response are reported in experimental studies, which raise
a controversy to the traditional concept of M1 vs. M2 microglial polarization. In addition, the classic M1
marker IL-6, which is induced by IL-4, functions as an anti-inflammatory mediator in a mouse model of
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis[31].
Although the classification of M1/M2 phenotypes is now recognized as an oversimplification, as the pure
M1 or M2 polarization is executively observed in in vitro studies, this conception remains useful for
understanding the functional role of microglia in CNS diseases. The recent studies on SAH address the
functional role of microglia by investigating the M1-like and M2-like markers, which are discussed below.

MICROGLIAL M1 POLARIZATION
Microglial polarization can be assessed by immunohistochemical analysis of the specific markers. Proinflammatory cytokines are considered to be produced predominantly by classically activated M1 microglia,
and these pro-inflammatory factors are integral in the activation of downstream pathways. Therefore, the
changes in pro-inflammatory cytokine profiles and pathways can be indicators of microglial polarization
after SAH.
An intraparenchymal accumulation of KiM1P-positive microglia/macrophage cells is documented in the
SAH patients. The microglia accumulation is evident between day 5 and 15[32]. On experimental SAH, the
increase of Iba-1-positive microglial cells is observed around day 4 and 28 within the brain parenchyma.
The peak occurs on day 14 after SAH induction. The microglia accumulation presents a centrifugal pattern,
starting at the base to the cortex of both hemispheres and spreading globally to other regions of the brain[32].
Cell surface markers including CD11b[9], CD68[33], and ED-1[17] are used to distinguish the activated from
resting microglia, both of which can be defined by immunostaining of iba1. In culture, microglia treated
with oxyhemoglobin leads to M1 polarization, indicated by CD16+/CD11b+ cells [Figure 1][9]. Other M1associated markers CD86 and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) increase immediately after SAH, peak
at 24-48 h, and remain highly expressed for 72 h[11].
TNF-α and IL-1β are known to be the most important pro-inflammatory cytokines in human SAH
pathology, as well as in other experimental models of SAH. M1-signature pro-inflammatory cytokines are
upregulated prominently after SAH. IL-1β, IL- 6, TNF-α increase rapidly within 24 h and last for 48 h on
experimental SAH model[9,17,33-35]. The increased pro-inflammatory cytokine expression is associated with
poor outcomes in SAH[36].
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Figure 1. Schematic description of microglial polarization after SAH and the interaction of microglia with other cell types in central
nervous system. Microglia are activated and polarized to M1 or M2 direction after SAH. M1 phenotype is characterized by the cell surface
marker CD11b, CD16, CD32, CD86. M2 phenotype is characterized by the cell surface markers CD206, CD163, Arg1. M1 microglia exhibit
the pro-inflammatory responses with the expression of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α. M2 exhibit the pro-inflammatory responses with the
expression of IL-10, IL-4, IL-13 and TGF-β. The M1 1 microglial activation has an unfavorable effect on the neurons through the interaction
of CX3CL1 and CX3CR1. The neuronal apoptosis is modulated by microglia-dependent TLR4-MyD88, mTOR, HMGB1 and mGluR5. The
extracellular ATP released from the surrounding astrocytes trigger the rapid chemotactic response of microglia towards injury. This
response can be inhibited by blocking G protein-coupled purinergic receptors and connexin channels, which are highly expressed in
astrocytes. The expression of HO-1 in microglia helps to clear the extravasated red blood cells and attenuated neuronal apoptosis. SAH:
subarachnoid hemorrhage; IL: interleukin; TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-α; TGF-β: transforming growth factor-β; CX3CL1: CX3C motif
chemokine ligand 1; CX3CR1: CX3C chemokine receptor 1; TLR4: toll-like receptor 4; MyD88: myeloid differentiation factor 88; mTOR:
mammalian target of rapamycin; HMGB1: high-mobility group box 1 protein; mGluR5: metabotropic glutamate receptor 5; HO-1: heme
oxygenase-1; TSG-6: tumor-specific glycoprotein-6

TLR4 plays an important role in mediating the microglia-dependent neuroinflammation. The activation
of TLR4 towards the M1 microglial polarization and increased expression of TLR4 are correlated with the
poor outcomes in SAH[37-39]. TLR4 expression in microglia increases 2-6 h after SAH and remains elevated
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for 12-48 h[40]. High-mobility group box 1 protein (HMGB1) is a nuclear factor and potent pro-inflammatory
mediator, and expressed by Iba1-positive microglia[41]. HMGB1 increases in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of
SAH patients with a poor functional outcome. The upregulation of HMGB1 correlates significantly with IL6, IL-8, and TNF-α expression in CSF, developing towards a pro-inflammatory response after SAH[42-44]. While
another study suggests no correlation between HMGB1 and IL-6 concentrations in plasma, which may
indicate the acute activation of HMGB1 occurs only in the CNS[45].

MICROGLIAL M2 POLARIZATION
Although M2 microglia play a critical role in tissue repair and toxicity clearance in the other CNS
diseases[46,47], M2-directed polarization in SAH has been less studied than M1 phenotype.
All M2a, b and c phenotypes are considered as anti-inflammatory repair M2 microglial cells. The subtypes
are generally classified by the different profiles of pro-inflammatory cytokines. M2a activation is considered
to be IL4Rα-dependent and follows exposure to IL-4 or IL-13. M2a microglia play a role in the cell repair
and regeneration by expressing anti-inflammatory and immune-regulatory molecules. M2b and M2c
microglia are largely phagocytic. M2b microglia, in particular, express high levels of IL-10 and low levels of
IL-12, whereas, M2c is characterized by high TGF-β expression[28-30,48]. M2d, distinguished from the above
subtypes of M2 polarization, results from the classically activated status through the activation of adenosine
A2A receptors in activated M1 pro-inflammatory cells[48].
Upregulation of the M2-associated markers Arg1, CD163 and CD206 are observed in experimental SAH. The
expression of the markers increases slowly and peaks at 48-72 h[11]. The mRNAs encoding IL-4, IL-10, and
TGF-β, show corresponding increments along with M2 polarization in SAH[33]. IL-4 is an important antiinflammatory cytokine and instrumented in M2-like microglial responses leading to improved functional
recovery in ischemic stroke and in intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) as well[15,30,37,49].
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ (PPARγ) is a superfamily of nuclear receptors with the
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties. Treatment with PPARγ agonists has beneficial effects on
SAH, reportedly due in part to reduced microglial activation and reduced pro-inflammatory cytokine
expression[50,51]. PPARγ is considered as an important mediator in pro-inflammatory reaction toward M2-like
microglial phenotype.
TNF stimulated gene-6 (TSG-6), a multifunctional glycoprotein, acts as a protective regulator against
inflammation. The endogenous TSG-6 is mainly expressed in microglia with the peak release in 12-24 h after
SAH injury. TSG-6 is considered as an endogenous inhibitor in pro-inflammation progression and induced
M2-like polarization. The rh-TSG-6 treated SAH rats show improved neurobehavioral outcomes and reduced
brain edema. The decreased M1 polarization and elevated M2 phenotype are observed with the remarkable
downregulation of TNF-α and upregulation of IL-10 in SAH rats[11].
The activation of microglia to an M1 phenotype appears mainly in the acute phase after SAH and M2
microglial activation occurs in the subacute and delayed phase. The similar theme of microglial activation
is observed in ICH[52]. However, microglia demonstrate the M2-dominated activation in early phase in
ischemic stroke and gradually transforms to the M1 phenotype in peri-infarct regions. The ischemic neurons
lead microglial polarization toward M1 phenotype[25]. The discrepant responses of microglia to the brain
injuries largely depend on the different pathophysiological processes. Hemorrhagic stroke triggers an acute
pro-inflammatory response mainly in proximity to the bleeding. The delayed ischemia occurred in one-third
of SAH patients[53]. The ischemic neurons may critically contribute to the delayed M2 polarization and the
protective M2 phenotype may involve blood clearance and tissue repair in reaction.
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Figure 2. Mediators of microglial polarization after SAH. Activation of TLR4, HMGB1, STAT3 and MAPK signaling pathways promotes
microglial M1 polarization with the expression of TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6 and ICAM-1. The downstream mediators are shown in the figure.
Activation of TSG-6 and mGluR5 promotes microglial M2 polarization, therefore reverses the pro-inflammatory responses. SAH:
subarachnoid hemorrhage; TLR4: toll-like receptor 4; HMGB1: high-mobility group box 1 protein; STAT3: signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3; MAPK: mitogen-activated protein kinase; TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-α; IL: interleukin; ICAM-1: intercellular adhesion
molecule 1; TSG-6: tumor-specific glycoprotein-6; mGluR5: metabotropic glutamate receptor 5; JAK2: Janus kinases 2; MyD88: myeloid
differentiation factor 88; SOCS3: suppressor of cytokine signaling 3; TGF-β: transforming growth factor-β; NF-kB: nuclear factor kappalight-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; Prx2: peroxiredoxin 2; metHgb: methemoglobin

MEDIATOR OF MICROGLIAL POLARIZATION
Microglia dynamically polarize in response to brain damage or pathogens. The mechanism mediating
the microglial polarization remains to be fully elucidated. Recently, several mediators are characterized to
help in understanding the underlying process and provide potential targets to suppress the M1-like proinflammation [Figure 2].
TLR4 is thought the most studied signaling pathway in regulating the microglial activation after SAH. In
both SAH patients and animal models, TLR4 is upregulated and associated with cerebral vasospasm, delayed
brain ischemia, and neuronal apoptosis in aneurysmal SAH[10,40,54,55]. The majority of TLR4 is expressed
in microglia rather than astrocytes or neurons[10]. TLR4 is markedly increased in microglia in a neuronmicroglia co-culture system in vitro, with consequent increases in pro-inflammatory cytokines and neuronal
apoptosis. The downstream molecules, such as myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88) and nuclear factor
kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-κB) are upregulated as well[37,38]. TLR4/MyD88/NF-
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signaling pathway is more related to the M1 polarization. Based on the high-throughput sequencing
and co-expression network analysis of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and mRNAs, knockdown of
lncRNA fantom3_F730004F19 attenuates inflammation in LPS-treated BV-2 microglial cells through the
downregulation of TLR4 and CD14, with decreased TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 expression[39]. Methemoglobin
(metHgb) is considered as an endogenous TLR4 ligand. The application of metHgb into the rat subarachnoid
space induces the widespread TLR4-mediated neuroinflammation resulting in the microglial activation and
TNF-α upregulation[56].
Substantial treatment strategies have been investigated based on targeting TLR4. Treatment with astaxanthin
significantly reduced the TLR4 activation in SAH rats. The subsequent pro-inflammatory releases of IL1β, TNF-α, and intercellular adhesion molecule 1 are downregulated accordingly at both the protein and
mRNA levels in vivo and in vitro[38]. Peroxiredoxin 2 (Prx2) is a member of Prx protein family. Prx2 activates
microglia through TLR4/MyD88/NF-κB signaling pathway and the TLR4 knock-out mitigates the Prx2induced neuronal cytotoxicity after SAH, which suggests the critical role of Prx2 in the inflammatory
modulation responding to hemorrhage attack[37]. Post-SAH treatment with resveratrol, a naturally occurring
polyphenolic compound with the anti-inflammatory activity, apigenin or melatonin ameliorates EBI after
SAH by suppressing the activation of the TLR4 pathway and expression of MyD88 and NF-κB. The reduced
microglia activation and inflammatory cytokines results in the mitigation of neural apoptosis, brain edema,
and neurological deficits[12,57,58].
HMGB1 has endogenous cytokine-like activity and involves both in the EBI and delayed cerebral ischemia
after SAH by modulating the microglia-dependent pro-inflammation[59]. Treatment with anti-HMGB1
antibody significantly reduces the expression of TLR4, IL-6, TNF-α, and iNOS and reverses the basilar artery
vasospasm in the SAH model[35]. The application of glycyrrhizin and glycyrrhizin acid, rhinacanthin-C,
purpurogallin, and 4’-O-β-D-glucosyl-5-O-methylvisamminol attenuating the expression of HMGB1,
ameliorate inflammatory effect by downregulating M1-related cytokines[60-65]. The molecules targeting
HMGB1 may be potential candidates for the treatment of inflammatory brain injury after SAH.
Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) inflammatory signaling mediates microglial
activation both in primary microglia and microglial cell lines. Increased STAT3 expression is accompanied
by the elevated expression of IL-6 rather than IL-10. The STAT3/Janus kinases (JAK) cascade is a pivotal
inflammatory signaling pathway and widely expressed in the brain maintaining[66,67]. Based on our studies
and published data, STAT3 responses to the hemorrhage attack immediately through phosphorylation and
translocation into the nuclei. STAT3/JAK pathway is activated and upregulated within 24 h after SAH with
the increased pro-inflammatory cytokines release. The mediators and inhibitors, such as erythropoietin
and AG490, suppress the STAT3/JAK pathway activation and reduce the M1-like inflammatory response
and ameliorate brain injury after SAH[68,69]. The neuroprotective effect of TSG-6 on modulating microglial
phenotype involves suppression of the STAT3/suppressor of cytokine signaling 3 pathway activation through
impeding the translocation of phosphorylated STAT3[11].
Other mediators trigger the M1 classical activated status in brain in response to pro-inflammatory signals.
Activation of metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) attenuates the M1 microglial activation by
downregulating both mRNA and protein expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, IL6, and TNF-α, at 24 h after SAH[17]. Albumin suppresses microglial activation resulting in reduced Iba-1
and CD68 staining in the cortex on 1 day after SAH. Expression of M1 microglial markers including iNOS,
IL-1b, CD16, and CD32 are remarkably suppressed as well. The albumin induced microglial modulation is
associated with binding of albumin to a C-type lectin microglial receptor (mincle), followed by the reduction
of mincle/spleen tyrosine kinase/IL-1b signaling in ipsilateral hemisphere subjected to SAH[33]. Peli1, an E3
ubiquitin ligase, mediates the induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines in microglia via mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway. Peli1 promotes the expression of M1 microglia polarization
biomarker CD16/32 and iNOS after SAH. Knockdown of Peli1 suppresses microglial activation by inhibiting
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MAPK signaling and improves neurological outcomes and reduces cerebral edema after SAH[16].

TRANSITION BETWEEN M1 AND M2

The M2 to M1 shift is observed in models of traumatic brain injury[70] and ischemic stroke[14]. However,
whether this transition is a result of phenotypic transformation of a single microglial population, or of the
M2 microglial migration and infiltration remains to be determined.
In the SAH model, inhibition of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) can induce a shift of microglia
polarizing from M1 to M2 phenotype, as indicated by the reduction of the CD16: CD206 ratio. The shift is
along with the decrease in the levels of TNF-α and IL-1β, apoptosis and neuronal degeneration index, brain
water content and albumin extravasation in the cerebral cortex after SAH[9].
As described above, in the endovascular punctured SAH model, endogenous TSG-6 transforms the SAHdriven M1 polarization to a skewed M2 polarization and balances the M1/M2 ratio to a beneficial phenotype
in the group of CD11b+ CD45low labeled microglia. Deficiency of endogenous TSG-6 results in a conversion to
pro-inflammatory microglial activation. TSG-6 is a promising candidate to modulate microglial polarization
for the neuroprotective effects[11].

INTERACTION WITH OTHER CELLS
CX3C motif chemokine ligand 1 is expressed on neurons and its receptor CX3C chemokine receptor 1, is
highly expressed on microglia[71]. Neuronal apoptosis is mediated in a TLR4-MyD88, mTOR and HMGB1
related microglial manner[9,10,62]. Activation of mGluR5 reduces the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase
dUTP nick end labeling-positive cells and active caspase-3/NeuN-positive neurons in the cortex at 24 h after
SAH[17]. The neuronal apoptosis is initiated from 24 h and increases up to two weeks after SAH[32,72,73].
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is a pivotal signaling molecule regulating the interactions among different
cell types in the CNS and a high concentration of ATP induces microglial activation. Microglia extend the
processes toward the site of injection of ATP without cell body movement. This response can be inhibited
by blocking G protein-coupled purinergic receptors and connexin channels, which are highly expressed in
astrocytes. The extracellular ATP released from the damaged tissue and surrounding astrocytes trigger the
rapid chemotactic response of microglia towards injury. This provides evidence of the interaction between
microglia and astrocyte in CNS injury[18].
Erythrocyte extravasation is a potential danger factor to the EBI, as heme, released from injured red blood
cells, contributes to the pathogenesis of SAH. Heme is metabolized by heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), which is
minimally expressed in the uncompromised brain, but largely upregulated in microglia following injury.
Expression of HO-1 in microglia is necessary to attenuate neuronal cell death, vasospasm, impaired
cognitive function, and clearance of cerebral blood burden[74].

CLINICAL IMPLICATION
Microglial responses affect neuronal survival and contribute to poor outcome after SAH. Therapeutic
intervention or suppression of unfavorable microglial response may accelerate the recovery. Several
therapeutic strategies have been implicated to prevent the detrimental effects of microglia and attenuate the
neurological impairments in preclinical studies. The application of rosuvastatin markedly inhibits microglia
activation and therefore reduces cortical apoptosis, brain edema, and improve the neuronal function
after SAH. Heparin reduces the microglial activation and reduces its production of pro-inflammation
cytokines[75,76]. As discussed above, administration of resveratrol, apigenin, melatonin, and rh-TSG-6 may
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reverse the M1-like pro-inflammatory effect after SAH. Clinical trials are essential to provide the advanced
evidence for their therapeutic effect. With the expanding investigation of microglial polarization and function,
the treatment that targets microglial phenotype switching may be an efficient approach for SAH therapy.

CONCLUSION
Microglial activation is an important pathological mechanism in the progression of SAH. Microglia undergo
polarization into mainly M1 and M2 phenotypes contributing differently to neuroinflammation after SAH.
These results indicate the presence of M1-related pro-inflammatory state early after SAH. While microglia
polarize to M2 phenotype gradually on delayed phase. Although the dynamics of microglial polarization
specifically after SAH remain to be defined, modulation of microglial activation is expected to enhance the
tissue repair and functional recovery. The transition from M1 to M2 polarization is thought to be a target
concerning the amelioration of the pro-inflammatory response. The investigation on the applications of
microglia-targeted treatments is expected to improve our understanding of the pathogenesis of SAH and
lead to potential therapeutic strategies for affected patients.
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